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This important methodological intervention in the study of religion makes a compelling case for the indispensable role of history in the empirical study of religion.
In doing so, Seiwert draws on the philosophy of science (specifically Critical Realism) and makes a clear and highly useful distinction between theory and metatheory, as well as other key terms. As he explains (217), “theories of religion are
attempts at explaining religion.” Metatheories, by way of contrast, reflect on “the
aims, conditions, methods, and restrictions of studying religion.” The latter, he
adds, “cannot be separated from methodology where the methods of forming theories, conducting empirical research, and connecting theory formation with empirical research are discussed.”
He notes the relative absence of history from recent metatheoretical discussions (216), apart from critiques arising from what he views as the two dominant
poles of current metatheoretical debate: cognitive scientists of religion, on the
one hand, and the critical theorists of religion, on the other (210). In making a
metatheoretical case for the indispensable role of history in the study of religion,
he presupposes that the study of religion should be understood as an empirical
discipline and approached in light of a critical realist epistemology.
Given these starting points, he argues that “in empirical disciplines, the aim
of theories is to explain aspects of the external reality, that is, the reality that
exists independently of being the object of research” (225). For a theory to explain
something, the thing has to exist independent of the theory. This leads to two
pitfalls: “empty theories” (theories that explain and illustrate the meaning of concepts that do not exist independent of the theory) and “blind theories” (theories
that make us blind to aspects of the external world that are not covered by the
theory). He distinguishes two ways we can make religion the subject of theories.
We can focus on religion itself, which he critiques, or discourses about religion,
which he accepts.
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Theories of Religion
He views the first case, in which “theories of religion are expected to explain religion as something with properties that can be specified” (224), as particularly problematic. The main problem is circularity. It is impossible to empirically validate
theories of religion that aim to explain what religion is because—of necessity—they
begin by defining what religion is” (224). Definitions, in Seiwert’s view, are the
“simplest form of a theory of religion” (224). If researchers have to define religion
in order to explain it theoretically, then the meaning of the concept does not exist
apart from the definition they offer. The resulting theories—Seiwert argues—are
“empty” in the sense that they “pretend to explain something that exists independently of our theories.” He refers to this as the “phenomenological fallacy” (231).
We treat a concept that does not exist “independently of the discourses that conceptualize it” as if it does. To avoid this, he argues, we should “not take religion as
the explanandum but as the theoretical perspective that guides research” (207, emphasis added, see also 232). This is a potentially useful addition to the anti-definitionalist case and one that might allow anti-definitionalists, such as myself, to indicate how we remain tethered to the study of religion more clearly.

Discourses about Religion
If we focus on discourses about religion, our focus is actually on discourses. Seiwert
views the study of discourses about religion as unproblematic, presumably because
discourse is something that can be studied empirically and discourse that explicitly
refers to religion can be clearly identified as “discourses about religion.” But what
about discourse about magic and discourse about esotericism? Should they be included in “discourses about religion”? I agree that there is indeed a major difference
between focusing on spoken or written discourse and focusing on complex cultural
concepts, such as religion (Taves 2015) or esotericism (Asprem 2016), which must be
“reverse engineered” in order to arrive at something that we can study empirically.
Nonetheless, I think that we shouldn’t gloss over the problems inherent in studying
discourses about religion. Complexities arise whenever religion and related terms
are called upon to circumscribe an object of empirical research.
To consider the issues more fully, we need to bear in mind that, as Seiwert
indicates, discourse is one of many things that can be studied empirically:
The objects of empirical research in the human sciences are human beings, their behaviour
and actions, and the totality of their material and immaterial products that have been created and accumulated throughout human history and brought about the social world that
exists today. (231)
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We can characterize all these things that can be studied empirically in more than
one way. So, for example, “discourses about religion” can be construed as “religious discourse”, which gives the impression that it exists independent of a theory of religion, when it does not, or attributionally as “discourses deemed religious” (Taves 2009). When construed attributionally, the discourse exists independent of the researcher, but the subset of interest still has to be specified by
those who do the “deeming”, whether researchers or their subjects.
I think Seiwert would likely view an attributional approach positively, since
the empirical things that humans classify or to which they ascribe meaning are
reconstructed but not invented by the historian. Seiwert indicates that researchers
“might interpret [objects of empirical research, such as] the imagination, institutions, practices, or social structures that are reconstructed by historical research
as being ‘religious’, and this, of course, in an interpretation against the backdrop
of modern conceptualizations.” In so far as this is “an interpretation [of the reconstruction]”, it is a post hoc assessment. It is not implicated in the construction of
the object of study itself.
I agree that this sort of post hoc interpretation is unproblematic. In my experience, the complexities arise for researchers when we seek to specify the subset or
type of instances that are of interest to us as scholars of religion. The difficulty
arises because, even in its adjectival form, religious attributions typically refer to
non-empirically verifiable phenomena. When subjects appraise a phenomenon as
religious, they are typically asserting a non-empirically verifiable claim that is in
competition with other language- and culture-specific appraisals, such as mystical, heretical, magical, superstitious, or delusional.
When researchers focus on a subset of a phenomenon that they characterize
as religious, they do so based on an implicit or explicit definition of religion that
potentially obscures instances of the behavioral phenomenon that subjects or
other scholars consider religious. Even if researchers limit themselves to behavioral phenomena that subjects deem religious, they still must “specify what religion-related information they want to extract from their sources and, thus, what
will count as religion-related data” (Taves and Paloutzian, in press).
Jörg Rüpke (2021) has recently argued that historians of religion ought to focus on “claims-makers”, that is, human agents who make claims about situations
that go “beyond the unquestionably plausible”. I think this makes sense and ties
in nicely with Seiwert’s argument, if we interpret claims that go beyond the unquestionably plausible as non-empirically verifiable claims.
People can assert such claims with respect to any empirical phenomenon,
including events (things that happen), behaviors (actions), and aspects of the environment (things that exist). Claims are typically contested. Historians do not
need to limit their focus to those who assert a non-empirical claim, but can define
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their object of study so as to include historical actors who attempt to refute such
claims. This approach is well suited to studying divergent views of historical
events, including experiences that people recount, and the emergence of groups
that coalesce around particular non-empirical claims regarding what happened
(for examples of this approach, see e.g., Taves 1999; 2016).
Behaviors may also suggest tacit claims that may not be empirically verifiable. Here we can draw inspiration from Durkheim’s definition of sacred things,
as things set apart and protected by taboos (Durkheim [1912] 1995, 44). As Durkheim indicates, any thing can be set apart. That people set things apart is empirically observable and verifiable. Why they do so and on what grounds is often not
evident if the behavior is not accompanied by a narrative. In focusing on tacit
claims embedded in behavior, we can generalize Durkheim’s idea of “things set
apart” to encompass whatever “things [are] marked as worthy of special attention”, in keeping with Keane’s discussion of “marking” (Keane 2010), Dissanayake’s discussion of “making things special” (Dissanayake 1988, 98–101), and
Taves’ discussion of “special things and things set apart” (Taves 2009, 28–47).
This sort of expansion of our object of study allows for the analysis of things that
are marked or set apart for various reasons, some of them linked to claims regarding non-empirical phenomena, and as such conceptualized and categorized in
different ways. This approach allows us to focus on the processes of distinguishing and categorization, not simply on things that are distinguished and categorized as “religious.”

Conclusion
In these last two paragraphs, I explicitly drew on Rüpke’s metatheoretical reflections on the task of the historian of religion and Durkheim’s definition of religion.
In doing so, I used their theoretical perspectives to guide my own metatheorizing
and in doing so “tethered” my metatheoretical reflections to the study of religion.
This—I think—illustrates what Seiwert has in mind when he writes:
In the study of religion, the [researchers’ theoretical] interest is shaped by the concept of
religion, which is the primary subject of its theoretical discourses. The ongoing discussions
on religion provide scholars with a theoretical background that directs the perspective of
their empirical research. (232)

Whether this loose tether will suffice for those who claim that scholars of religion
have a discipline-specific obligation to define our constitutive term (e.g. Tweed
2006; Stausberg 2009), I do not know.
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